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LET’S MAKE DINNER GREAT AGAIN
“All great change in America begins at the dinner table.” This is what President Ronald Regan said in the Oval Office during his
farewell address on January 11, 1989.
Growing up, I was very fortunate to have parents who encouraged the tradition of eating dinner around the kitchen table. Our family
shared the nightly ritual of hearing my mom’s voice announce, “Dinner’s ready!” And we would stop whatever it was that we were
doing and rush to the table, taking our places, eager to partake of the wonderful aroma that had been filling the house over the last
hour or two.
It didn’t matter how busy we had been during the day, or what events were scheduled, mealtime around the table was a welcomed
requirement. The dinner table was our meeting place, where our hectic lives came together for a few moments between meetings,
homework, and sports and it was one of the greatest habits I ever learned. Some nights our meal was simple. Some nights our
meal was more extravagant. But what mattered the most, was that we were eating together.
Our mealtime didn’t consist of silently eating with the television blaring in the background, nor did it consist of silently eating with
the sound of our forks clattering and clinking against our plates. Our mealtime consisted of lively conversations that involved how
we had spent our time that day at school, work, and play. Sometimes our conversations would involve the happenings of the world
around us, our friends, our opinions, our ideas, or our problems. Our mealtime taught us about being together, appreciation,
communication, and friendship within the family. These days we are closer than ever. Let’s change America… at the dinner table!

THE CHIEF REFUSES

Submit your article to
jreckart@sauganashcenter.org

Dear Concerned Subscriber,

Thank you for your letter regarding Chief Sauganash’s Words of Wisdom earlier this week about the sun being the center of the
galaxy. While Chief Sauganash is appreciative that you are carefully taking note of his words of wisdom, he is disheartened by your
presumptuous insinuation that a “textbook on basic astronomy” could possibly contain more wisdom than his many moons of
experience or, even more insulting, that a team of so-called scientists from NASA is a more reputable source of knowledge on the
cosmos than the Chief himself. He certainly hopes that you do not carry that insinuation further to suggest that the earth is round,
that his telepathic powers are mere guesswork, or any other such ridiculous myth that has been resoundingly debunked by highly
respected members of The Coronacle editorial board. You should feel privileged to know, however, that he is willing to drop the
whole matter if you, not he, rescind your letter and issue an apology of your own for your brazenly uncouth public questioning of
Chief Sauganash’s wisdom. The Chief is not usually so forgiving, so we recommend that you act immediately to accept this most
gratuitous gesture of mercy before his wrath and that of the whole Council of Chiefs is stoked further.

PICTURE OF THE DAY

MESSAGE FROM BLAISE DE VIGENÈRE
iqty bjj wcypzzhy jck nzda tchcmi c jzicfq ywen ciwn qzvb
ki omqky kj mduag rlmldv rhv omcf zdu yio wiu Ujdhfhs da
-BHG7

Hint: the key is hidden somewhere in yesterday’s message

EDWIN DECLARES CALEB McCLURE
ALGEBRAIC GENIUS

ATTENTION
HOLY MASS at Sauganash TOMORROW will be
at 11:00 am
click here
Pope Francis will be leading a prayer vigil at noon. Click
here to join.

THE UNBATHED MAN IS
ALWAYS LONELY IN
THIS LIFE.
WORDS OF WISDOM
from Chief Sauganash

In an unprecedented virtual ceremony this morning attended by
thousands of mathematicians around the globe, Edwin Carbajal
declared Caleb McClure an Algebraic Genius for successfully
solving yesterday’s puzzle. It took several attempts and a short
review session on order of operations, but McClure, who is now
projected to go in the first round in the Mathlete draft this
summer, squeezed by a Stanford-educated valedictorian, a
University of Illinois-bound engineering student, and several
people who claimed to have passed Edwin’s Algebra class
(including Edwin himself) to claim the coveted title. Edwin moved
quickly to quash rumors that McClure would be replacing him as
Algebra teacher at Northridge next year, stating that this puzzle
was a one-off victory for McClure, and “the Algebra life is a
marathon, not a sprint.” However, a source close to McClure
told us that he was already setting up a distance learning
Algebra tutoring service to compete with Edwin’s online lectures
and that he would be calling for Edwin to publicly release his ACT
math score. Shortly after the announcement, Texas Instruments
reported that their new calculators, the TI-Caleb, are already on
a 3-month back order.

